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used governance model:
Top-bottom forest governance model



• Implications:
- general public is far away from decissions and decissioners 
regarding the forests
- the system can be corrupted, it has  no safety-mechanisms (no
prosecutors specialized in forestry or environmental crime, 8.8 mil 
cm)
- provides control over the forests 
- does not allow optimal social output of the forests because it is
designed to ensure control of the resource, not efficiency
- social feedback loop does not exist, despite public concern
- decisions are confiscated by „the specialists”, including logging 

industry, always disregarding the local communities

Top-bottom forest governance model



Forest Law 46/2008
states that virgin forests

are protected
Art. 26 (3)

MO 3397/September 2012
C&I for recognizing Virgin Forests

Disputable criteria
(30 ha treshold)

Technical norms from A.D. 2000 are allowing 
CONSERVATION CUTTINGS!!! Sic!

No upper limit in percentage harvested!!!

MO 1417/ July 2016 Catalogue
Art. 10 (4) “interventions are allowed

according to the law”  

MO 2525/December 2016
Catalogue

Art 13 (1) „the forests included in Catalogue 
have a strict protection regime

and are protected according to Art. 26 L46/2008“ 

M.O. 1672/2000 - Forest Management Planning Normative
(allows “Conservation cuttings“ )
M.O. 1649/ 2000 in Chapter 6 “Management of the stands
with special protection functions”

“will be executed only sanitary and, if needed, 
special conservation works”
M.O. 1650/ 2000  Forest cutting normative
(T. I) in exceptional situations, when timber harvesting on these
areas has to take place, as result of researches…

Legal framework



Virgin forest in Carpathians. 
Standing volume is 
under-appreciated.
Scripturally it is 400-600 cubic 
meters/ha;
practically it exceeds 800 c.m./ha,
sometimes 1000 (up to 1200)
c.m. especially in virgin forests. 
So there is a serious incentive 
to cut exactly the last remnant
virgin forests!!!

C.S.1

Lotrului Valley



“Conservation cuttings are interventions needed in order to maintain or improve the sanitary state of the forests, to ensure 
continuous cover of the forest and to improve continuously the fulfillment by the stands of the given functions.”
“The upper limit of timber extractions can not be defined”….!!!

C.S.2

Camenca Valley








Boia creek

Last IFL still existed in Romania
,in 2007, and was the only EU
temperate forest of this size, 

dominated by Fagus sp.
It was located in
Țarcu Mountains in SW 
Carpathians.

Thank you.
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